According to LCDM theory, hierarchical evolution should occur on all mass scales, implying that satellites of the Milky Way also once had companions. The recent discovery of several ultra-faint dwarf galaxy candidates in close proximity to the Magellanic Clouds provides a unique opportunity to test this theory. Specifically, proper motions provide a stringent test, because material that is associated with the Large Magellanic Cloud prior to infall should retain its direction of orbital angular momentum. We present proper motion measurements for 13 of the 32 newly discovered dwarf galaxy candidates using Gaia data release 2. All 13 also have radial velocity measurements. We compare the measured 3D velocities of these dwarfs to those expected at the corresponding distance and location for the debris of an LMC analog in a numerical simulation. We conclude that 4 of these galaxies (Hor1, Car2, Car3 and Hyd1) have come in with the Magellanic Cloud system, constituting the first confirmation of the type of satellite infall predicted by LCDM. Ret2, Tuc2 and Gru1 have some velocity components that are not consistent within 3 sigma of our predictions and are therefore less favorable. Hyd2 and Dra2 could be associated with the LMC and merit further attention. We rule out Tuc3, Cra2, Tri2 and Aqu2 as potential members. Of the dwarfs without measured PMs, 6 of them are deemed unlikely on the basis of their positions and distances alone which put them too far from the orbital plane expected for LMC debris (Eri2, Ind2, Cet2, Tri2, Cet3 and Vir1). For the remaining sample, we use the simulation to predict proper motions and radial velocities, finding that Phx2 has an overdensity of stars in DR2 consistent with this PM prediction. If its radial velocity is confirmed at ∼ −15 km s −1 , it is also likely a member.
INTRODUCTION
In the prevailing ΛCold Dark Matter cosmology (LCDM), dark matter (DM) halos build up their mass by the accretion of smaller objects. The satellites that orbit our Milky Way (MW) are remnants of this process, giving us insights into the accretion events that built our Galaxy's DM halo. Self-similarity dictates that this hierarchical evolution should occur on all mass scales, implying that satellites of the MW also once had companions. However, testing this picture is challenging -faint companions of dwarf galaxies are difficult to detect at large distances and the tidal field of the MW acts to disrupt such groups over multiple orbits. The recent discoveries of 32 candidate low mass, dwarf galaxies in close proximity on the sky to the Magellanic Clouds Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015b; Martin et al. 2015; Laevens et al. 2015a; Torrealba et al. 2016a; Torrealba et al. 2016b; Torrealba et al. 2018; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2016; Koposov et al. 2018; Homma et al. 2018 ) present a new opportunity to test this theory.
Our understanding of the orbital history of the Magellanic Clouds has also gone through a recent revision. The Clouds are moving faster with respect to the MW than previously believed (Kallivayalil et al. 2006a (Kallivayalil et al. ,b, 2013 , implying that, instead of being long term companions, they are likely on their first infall towards the MW (Besla et al. 2007) . Such late infall is not unexpected within the LCDM paradigm ). This scenario further implies that MW tides have not had sufficient time to disrupt the infalling system, and so companions of the Clouds should share common orbital properties (Sales et al. 2011 (Sales et al. , 2017 . Using semi-analytic models of galaxy formation Sales et al. (2013) determined the number of satellites expected around dwarf galaxies like the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) in LCDM theory (see also Guo et al. 2010 Guo et al. , 2011 . The LMC has a stellar mass of M ∼ 3×10 9 M (van der Marel et al. 2002) , implying a DM mass of log(M dark ) = 10. 75-11.25 prior to capture by the MW (Moster et al. 2013; Kallivayalil et al. 2013) . From Sales et al. (2013) , such LMC analogs should host one Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) analog (mass ratio ∼ 0.1) in addition to ∼ 5-40 satellites that are ×0.001 its mass, i.e., ultra-faint dwarf galaxies: M ∼ 0.1 − 1 × 10 4 M , log(M dark ) ∼ 8.
This begs the question: where are these galaxies today? Wetzel et al. (2015) used the ELVIS suite of cosmological simulations of MW analogs (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014) to trace the orbital histories of surviving satellites at z = 0. They determined that half of the current low mass (M < 10 6 M ) satellites of the MW were preprocessed in a group prior to capture by the MW. The identification of the surviving satellite population of the LMC provides a crucial testing ground for such theories, and for the halo occupation function at low mass scales.
The discovery of dwarf galaxies in the vicinity of the Clouds could help answer these questions. The newlydiscovered dwarfs range in visual magnitudes from M V = −2 to −8, and have half-light radii r h ∼ 20 − 1100 pc. While some of these candidates have yet to be confirmed as DM-dominated galaxies using velocity dispersion measurements, they generally have magnitudes and sizes consistent with those of known ultra faint dwarf galaxies orbiting the MW and M31 (McConnachie 2012) .
A few past works have attempted to assess membership of these candidates to the Clouds. Deason et al. (2015) used a statistical argument based on abundancematching models applied to massive subhalos in the ELVIS simulations to suggest that 2-4 of the 9 then known candidates might have come into the MW with the LMC. Yozin & Bekki (2015) on the other hand, conclude, on the basis of orbit models, that the majority of those dwarfs could have been at least loosely associated with the Clouds. Jethwa et al. (2016) constructed a dynamical model for the Magellanic Clouds satellite population based on numerical simulations. They compared this to the observed 3D spatial distribution of the candidate dwarfs, excluding likely globular clusters. They inferred that at 1σ-confidence, 50% of the candidates have > 70% probability of a Magellanic Clouds association.
In a different approach, S17 (using an extension of the set up in Sales et al. 2011 ) identified an LMC analog in a fully cosmological simulation of a MW-sized halo in LCDM. They tracked the positions and velocities of subhalo particles to constrain the likely location in phase space of systems with prior association with the LMC, finding that of the 6 systems with kinematic data at the time, only Hydra II and Hor 1 had distances and radial velocities consistent with a Magellanic origin. Of the remaining dwarfs, six (Hor 2, Eri 3, Ret 3, Tuc 4, Tuc 5, and Phx 2) had positions and distances consistent with a Magellanic origin, but kinematic data were needed to substantiate that possibility. Conclusive evidence for association would require proper motions to constrain the orbital angular momentum direction, which, for true Magellanic satellites, must coincide with that of the Clouds.
Here, we measure proper motions (PMs) from data release 2 (DR2) of the Gaia survey (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a ) for 13 of the 32 newly discovered dwarfs. We combine these proper motions with the measured radial velocities from other studies, and compare to the predictions from the Sales et al. (2017) set up to confirm or rule out the dynamical association of these dwarfs with the Magellanic system.
In Section 2 we describe our methodology to select member stars for each of the dwarfs and to measure their PMs. In Section 3 we compare the resultant Galactocentric velocities to that of LMC debris at the positions and distances of these dwarf galaxies in the simulation.We discuss and conclude in Section 4.
MEMBERSHIP SELECTION AND PROPER MOTION

DETERMINATION
We retrieved data within three times the half-light radii of each dwarf galaxy (see Table 1 ) from the Gaia archive using pygacs 1 . Following Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b), we first clean the source lists of stars with visibility-periods-used < 5 and relatively wellmeasured parallaxes, indicative of MW foreground stars, using ω − 2σ ω > 0.
We next consider a set of nested criteria for our membership selection based on the publicly available spectroscopic member catalogs, the PMs, and the position in the color-magnitude diagram (CMD). We start with the sample of spectroscopic members compiled and presented in Fritz et al. (2018) . We then pull stars from our source lists that match the weighted-average PMs of these spectroscopic members to within 2σ where σ is the variance. PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012) , with ages and metallicities compiled from the literature, are then used to define a region in the CMD where member stars are expected to populate it. Only stars whose position in the CMD is compatible with the used isochrones are considered as possible members. We use 2σ as the maximum allowed distance from the star to the isochrone. We then perform these same steps on a "background" field, chosen to have the same galactic longitude as the dwarf under consideration, but opposite galactic latitude. Stars that pass these PM and CMD cuts in the background field are used to construct a "Hess" diagram as follows: since we are dealing with quite sparse CMDs in general, we choose a fairly coarse grid of 5 × 5 bins. We then use the total number of background stars in the CMD and this number of bins to set an average density. This average density is assigned to any bin that contains zero stars. Then for each target star we interpolate over the 4 closest bins to assign an expected density at that point. We then use this density to weight the PM error of each star, i.e., multiply the PM errors by the ratio of the average to the expected density.
Unsurprisingly, we pick up many potential member stars in fields closer to the disk. We therefore impose a strict additional cut that any new members must be within a radius of 1r h of the dwarf center. This rejects many stars and cuts out the possibility of detecting any tidal signatures, but here we are aiming only for accurate center-of-mass PMs, and hence choose to focus on the cores of the dwarfs. At the end of our procedure, we ensure that our newly-minted members have not already been targeted and rejected in the spectroscopic samples.
In Figs. 1 and 2 we show the two examples of this process in which we successfully add many new members to the spectroscopic sample (57 in the case of Hyd1; 14 in the case of Car2), thereby decreasing the final errors substantially (a factor of 10 for Hyd1). We also show in Fig. 3 a third example of a dwarf (Hor1) where we don't add that many new members, but where the result is still interesting given how sparse the current sample is. In the figures, we show a CMD of the spectroscopic members, the new members, and the control field stars. -Properties of the Dwarf galaxies that are the subject of this study listed in order of increasing distance. Column 1 lists an ID, followed by our naming convention, galactic longitude and latitude (l, b), RA and DEC, heliocentric distance, distance modulus, absolute magnitude, half-light radius, and radial velocity (if measured). Citations are given in the notes, and refer to: In the case of Hyd1 a clear PM overdensity is visible.
In the vast majority, we add only between 3 and 5 stars, but some of these are bright and therefore useful additions to these sparse samples, affording modest improvements of the PM errors. However, in many fields we add mostly faint stars, on the limit of what Gaia can do in DR2. A good example is Cra2, a field in which we add many stars (59), but the majority are very faint such that the resultant errors are barely an improvement over the spectroscopic-only sample PMs. In two fields we find that we add a substantial number of only faint and therefore non-constraining stars to the sample. For these two fields we impose a magnitude cut at G > 20. For all other fields we do not employ this cut so as to recover the faint spectroscopic sample. In two dwarfs (Tuc 3 and Tri2) our photometric gains are minimal (at least given that we restrict our search to the very cores), and so here the PM is the same as that of the spectroscopic sample from Fritz et al. (2018) . Table 2 presents our measurements, including how many stars are added for each field. Most values are consistent within the errors of the spectroscopic samples presented in Fritz et al. (2018) and Simon (2018) . The errors are improved substantially in the cases of Hyd1 (factor of 10) and Car2 (factor of 2). Exceptions to this consistency include our value for Tuc2, which differs at the 3σ level in δ from Fritz et al. (2018) and at the 2.5σ level also in δ from Simon (2018) , but is very consistent in α. Our value for Tuc3, for which our pipeline adds no new members, is therefore just the same as Fritz et al. (2018) , and this differs from the Simon (2018) value in the α direction at the 3σ level, but is consistent in δ. This difference is most likely because of the presence of the stream in the Fritz sample, which is clearly visible in the RV data. We do consider and attempt to measure PMs for Peg3 and Eri2, both of which have measured RV's. However, for Peg3 Fritz et al. (2018) find no spectroscopic matches, and for Eri2, which is at 380 kpc, our pipeline to find additional members only produces 2 additional stars. The resulting PM errors are still in the ∼ 0.3 mas yr −1 range, which at that distance corresponds to ∼ 540 km s −1 , hopelessly large. This large error, in conjunction with the fact that membership can be ruled out via its location and distance alone (see Section 3), prompt us to eliminate it from further analysis.
The radial velocity samples have proven a very effective prior to use with DR2 for these ultra-faint systems. Given, however, that there seems to clearly be discriminatory power, even at these faint magnitudes, in the PMs themselves, as in the case for Hyd1, we also inves- Note. -Our measured PMs. Column 1 lists the name, followed by the number of stars from the spectroscopic sample of Fritz et al. (2018, submitted) that pass our cuts, the number of new members that we add, and the resulting PM values in µα , δµα , µ δ , and δµ δ . 
--
Note. -Predicted PMs and radial velocities from the simulation for the set of dwarfs without measured radial velocities, and which don't have a probability of zero of being associated with the LMC based on their large distances from its orbital plane. The first column lists the name, followed by the PM and radial velocity predictions. The next three columns list the results of running our pipeline, using the predicted PM values as a starting point, on DR2. Column 5 lists the number of stars found to be consistent with this prediction, and if more than 3, then their weighted average PMs.
tigate approaches to search PM space itself. Given the assumption that member stars move coherently, forming a clump in PM space, we search for overdensities of stars using DBSCAN (Ester et al. 1996) . This is a densitybased clustering algorithm, and uses a distance, eps, to determine whether two points are density-connected in the space being considered. We define this distance as:
where σ 1D is the intrinsic velocity dispersion of the galaxy in 1D converted to PM, σ ν is the average error in PM of the sample, and σ(σ ν ) is the dispersion of the error in PM. Using the distance eps, a cluster defined by DBSCAN must satisfy two properties: all points within the cluster must be mutually density-connected, and any point density-reachable from any point of the cluster is also part of the cluster. Using this criteria, DBSCAN attempts to identify co-moving stars that are likely members of the galaxy. This approach did not yield clear results for our ultrafaint systems, at least in our first attempts. Likely the assumption of there being clumpiness/signal in the region . Top: Our selection process for Car2. Green plus signs show the spectroscopic member stars that make it through our quality cuts, yellow, blue and red stars are consistent with the spectroscopic PMs. Red stars are from our control 'background' field, blue stars are target members that get cut due to our 1 − r h radius seclection, and yellow stars (without plus signs overlaid) are 14 newly added members, used in addition to the spectroscopic members for the PM calculation. A PARSEC isochrone is overlaid for illustrative purposes. Bottom: The PM field, with the same color scheme.
of sky of interest needs to be applied in a more nuanced fashion. In our fledgling attempts, the approach seemed better suited to picking out clumps in the vast Milky Way foreground signal. This approach works wonders, however, in the presence of a bona fide signal, like for the Magellanic Clouds, and might work very well for the slightly more luminous MW satellite systems. At least for some of these ultra-faint systems, however, we suspect that we may already be at the limit of what Gaia can do with 22 months of data. Given that the very simple approach of nested cuts that we have employed here has already yielded results with constraining power, we move on to investigating the Magellanic system, and leave further investigation of such algorithms to the statistical experts in the field, or for future work. The Galactocentric quantities in Table 2 are calculated using the same set up as in Kallivayalil et al. (2013) , and are mimicked when making predictions from the Aquar- ius simulation. Errors in the Galactocentric quantities are calculated by doing 100,000 Monte Carlo drawings over the errors in the measured PMs, radial velocities and distance moduli. Solar parameters are from Bovy et al. (2012) .
RESULTS
Simulation Set Up
We use the Aquarius simulations (Springel et al. 2008) to identify LMC analogs within the cosmological scenario of ΛCDM. The Aquarius halos consist of six zoom-in DMonly cosmological simulations of MW-sized halos, with virial masses in the range 0.8 − 1.8 × 10
12 M . The closest LMC analog, the LMCa, was chosen to match the present-day position and measured orbital velocity of the LMC (Kallivayalil et al. 2006b ), and has a virial mass of et al. 2018). Since this is a fully cosmological simulation, we know the full orbital history of LMCa as well as that of all DM particles that are bound to it pre-infall. The distance and velocity of LMCa most closely match those of the real LMC when it is at first pericenter (which in the simulation occurs at t = 9.6 Gyr), but is still consistent with measurements during a second pericenter passage at t = 13.3 Gyr. We therefore consider mostly here the scenario of first infall, but discuss the implications for the case of a second passage as well. The MW analog has M 200 = 1.4 and 1.6 × 10 12 M at the times of these first and second pericenter passages. More details on the identification of our LMCa can be found in S17 and Sales et al. (2011) .
We follow the evolution of LMCa using the level 3 of the Aquarius halo A (Aq-A-3) with a mass and space resolution 4.9 × 10 4 M and 120 pc respectively. Using the merger trees we trace backwards in time the LMCa orbital evolution and identify all particles that were initially bound to this structure before its infall onto the host halo. All particles associated to the LMCa before infall (defined as the last snapshot where the LMCa was the central of its own friends-of-friends group) provide a fair sampling of the phase space properties expected of any material initially associated to the LMC. In particular, since subhalos roughly follow the dark matter outside the first inner kpc of halos, looking at the distribution of the tagged particles at the time of first or second pericenter passage provide useful predictions for the present day positions and velocities to be expected of any dwarf companion that was brought onto the MW as part of the LMC group (see S17 for a more detailed discussion).
Comparison to LMC Debris
At the time of first pericenter passage for the LMCa, some tidal disruption due to the host halo has already set in and has started partially unbinding the group. These unbound particles however, follow a very well defined pattern on the sky, distance and velocity space due to the common orbital properties with the LMCa that can be compared to observations to determine which of the new dwarfs match these predictions. Fig. 4 shows the footprint of the LMCa debris on the sky at the time of first pericenter. The DM particles lie along a well-defined tidal tail which is roughly coincident with the real Magellanic Stream, sketched in with a thick grey line (Nidever et al. 2010) . Over-plotted are the Galactic coordinates of the 32 new candidate dwarfs (star symbols). The spatial distribution of the new dwarfs coincides quite well with the sky distribution of DM particles that are (or were) bound to the LMC.
The DM particles are color-coded by Galactocentric distance. There is a clear gradient in distance along the Stream. LMC debris can be distributed as far out as 300 kpc even at first pericenter. Nonetheless, because LMC debris still must lie close to the orbital plane of the LMC, Fig. 4 shows that sky distribution and distance by themselves are quite good determinants of LMC membership. We find that no particles in our LMC-analog cover the region of sky inhabited by Eri2, Ind2, Cet2, Tri2, Cet3 and Vir1. In these cases the probability of association is formally zero in the simulation, and the LMCa stream does not predict any dwarf/particle in those regions.
Certainty of membership for the remaining dwarfs, however, comes from adding the measured 3D velocities (radial velocities plus PMs) to the sky positions and distances, to get full 6-D quantities, and from comparing these 6-D quantities to the simulation predictions. We first compare the orbital poles of the satellites with 3D measurements to the orbital pole of the LMCa system. Fig. 5 plots the galactic l and b position of the orbital poles, which are preserved and should be consistent for in-falling groups, for LMCa particles (grey density contours) and for the subset of measured dwarfs that also inhabit this region of angular momentum space. Hor1, Hyd1, Car3, and Ret2 are clearly consistent with the angular momentum direction of the LMC system, listed in descending order of significance as represented by the density of LMCa debris in the same region. Dra2, Tuc2, Hyd2 and Gru1 are also consistent within their measured 1σ errors, where the errors in the poles are calculated as standard deviation of 1000 Monte Carlo drawings over the measurement errors in Galactocentric X, Y , Z and V X , V Y and V Z .
We next consider the Galactocentric radial and tangential velocities of the debris, and compare to those measured for the dwarfs. Following S17, we select all DM Figure 4 . The location of debris associated with LMCa prior to infall (colored points), now that the LMC is just past first pericenter, and color-coded by Galactocentric distance. Particles previously associated to the LMCa at infall outline today a clear stream on the sky that follows roughly the location of the Magellanic Stream (thick gray line) and with a well defined distance gradient (color bar). Over-plotted are the previously known satellites of the MW (red circles) with the "classical" dwarfs shown as filled-in red circles. The newly discovered dwarfs that are the subject of this work are shown with black stars. Dwarfs with proper motions consistent with an LMC association are highlighted in magenta (Hyd1, Car2, Car3 and Hor1) and in light blue we show Hyd2 and Dra2 which membership certainty deserves more analysis in the future. See text and Figs. 5 and 6 for more details.
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particles once part of the LMCa system that lie within a 5
• radius of the sky positions of the dwarfs. We check their Galactocentric distances, and their Galactocentric V X , V Y and V Z values. We then plot, in Fig. 6 , the corresponding observed distance of the dwarf ±20% range (red regions) and the observed velocities and errors. The radius and distance tolerance were chosen to maximize the total number of potential LMCa particles in a given region of sky while still giving peaked (confined) predicted velocity histograms.
At least 4 dwarfs show clearly consistent positions and velocity measurements compared to our predictions: Hyd1, Car3, Car2 and Hor1 (red labels), presenting a compelling case of probable membership to the LMC group. Ret2, Tuc2 and Gru1 have velocity components that are not consistent within 3 sigma of our predictions and are unlikely members of the LMC group according to our analysis. Notice that Hyd2 is an interesting case. In a first pericenter passage scenario, Hyd2 occupies the foremost tip of the leading arm of the stream. Only a few particles are expected in that area of the sky (see Fig. 4 ), but despite this seemingly low chances of association, their velocities agree well with the observed ones for Hyd2, suggesting that association of Hyd2 to the LMC might not be quickly ruled out. On the other hand, Dra2 although consistent within 1 sigma with the position of the orbital pole (see Fig. 5 ) its location on the sky is disfavored and we find almost no particles associated with the stream (however see discussion in Sec. 3.3). For completeness, we include this case in the first row of Fig. 6 for easy comparison to the other cases.
3.3. Association to the LMC in the case of second pericenter passage A similar analysis as presented in the previous section can be done for the case of the LMCa transiting through its second pericenter passage. We have checked that our results presented in Figs. 4 through 6 are still valid even if a second approach is considered. Moreover, because of the more extended footprint of the stream over the North Hemisphere due to the completion of one full orbit for the LMC (see Fig. 1 in Sales et al. 2011) , the chances of association of Hyd2 are significantly improved.
Worth mentioning, the dispersion of the stream on the sky during the second passage also allows a better consideration of the case for Dra2. We find that for that region of the sky, the LMCa debris predicts velocities consistent with those measured for Dra2. This might imply that had the LMCa been more massive (and therefore extended) the sky position of Dra2 could have been more sampled even in first pericenter passage. This does not remove the fact that such large separation from the main stream is less likely to represent a previous association to the LMC. Based on our results, we cannot rule out the association of Dra2, an issue that deserves further examination in the future.
3.4. Predictions for galaxies without radial velocity measurements We now use the velocity information from the simulation to ascertain whether any of the galaxies in Table 1 without RV measurements might be associated with the Clouds. We convert the Galactocentric velocities measured in the simulation, along with the 25% and 75% bounds, for each of these dwarfs to observed parameters (µ α , µ δ and radial velocity). Using these predicted PMs and a generous window around them as the starting point (in lieu of the PM of the spectroscopic sample), we then run our exact same pipeline as in Section 2. If we find more than 3 stars that pass all our cuts, we report their "measured" PMs in Table 3 . For the case of Phx2 we find a pretty convincing clump of stars that are consistent with its PM prediction, see Figure 7 . This would be an interesting target for radial velocity follow-up.
CONCLUSIONS
We use an LMC analog in the Aquarius simulation to test whether any of the newly discovered dwarf galaxies and candidate dwarf galaxies have 3D velocities, positions and distances consistent with having come in with that system. The missing piece of the puzzle were the proper motions, which we measure here using Gaia DR2.
Starting with the PM of the spectroscopic members, we attempt to identify additional member stars using a series of nested PM and CMD-space cuts. This approach works especially well for Hyd1 and Car2, with more modest gains for other systems.
Using the resulting 6D velocities, we find that 4 of these galaxies (Hor1, Car2, Car3 and Hyd1) have come in with the LMC. Ret2, Gru1 and Tuc2 do not match LMC debris within 3σ in all their velocity components and so are not as favorable. We rule out Tuc3, Cra2, Tri2 and Aqu2 as potential members.
Hyd2 and Dra2 are interesting cases. Their orbital poles match well with the predictions from the simulation. In the case of Hyd2, it occupies the foremost tip of the leading arm of the stream, where only a few particles are expected, but their velocities agree well with those observed. In the case of Dra2, we find almost no particles at its location in the simulation. However, had LMCa been more massive and extended, this area could be more populated with LMC debris even on a first passage, and therefore we cannot rule out the association of Dra2.
Of the dwarfs without measured PMs, 6 are deemed unlikely on the basis of their positions and distances alone (Eri2, Ind2, Cet2, Tri2, Cet3 and Vir1). For the remaining sample, we use the simulation to predict proper motions and radial velocities, finding that Phx2 has an overdensity of stars in DR2 consistent with this PM prediction. It would be a good candidate for radial velocity follow up.
Since our LMCa is on the low side of the LMC mass, and our MW is on the high side, our conclusions are conservative in terms of association. The most promising case deserving further evaluation is Dra2 since a more extended LMCa could provide a chance of association at its slightly large angular separation on the sky.
The finding of 4 confirmed companions of the LMC, with perhaps 2 more, given the uncertainty in LMC mass, is consistent with the numbers expected for comparable mass systems in LCDM theory Sales et al. (2013) .
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